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“I am seeing more and more that we begin to learn what it is to walk by faith when we
learn to spread out all that is against us: all our physical weakness, loss of mental power,
spiritual inability – all that is against us inwardly and outwardly – as sails to the wind and
expect them to be vehicles for the power of Christ to rest upon us. It is so simple and
self-evident – but so long in the learning!”
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If we view this as reflective of biblical thinking regarding suffering, how can we help
ourselves (or others) move towards this view?
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Case Study:

Case Study:

The Pratt Family are in a crisis. Gary and Melanie have been married for 14 years and have
two kids – Andrea (12) and Jeremy (10). They attend your church, have served in children’s
ministries, and are part of a small group gathering. Outwardly, they seemed to have it all
together, but in the privacy of their home they have known their marriage was unraveling.
However it wasn’t until two weeks ago that Melanie found out that Gary has been having
an affair with a woman he met online. Once he was confronted, he admitted to the affair
but said he doesn’t want to lose his family. The betrayal Melanie is feeling is fueling an
anger she didn’t know she was capable of. She wants Gary out of the house now.
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coordinate ministry to this family.
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What might be their heart issues? What themes would you look for in each of their lives?
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• Along with conversations that will help each of them move toward God, you’ll want
to make sure there is adequate support to give Gary and Melanie the time needed to
focus on their relationship with God and each other. They may need to be alleviated of
responsibilities in church programming to allow for this time.
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• Gary – When did the internet searching begin? Would he identify that as the beginning
of the problem or does it go further back? What has been the nature of his struggle?
Child porn (should he be removed from children’s ministry)? What drives his choices?
What is he longing for? What has he done to try to change it? How is he functioning in
his roles as husband and dad?
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